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In this introductory September 2010 Newsletter, Families for Honor would like to give a short introduction of our 
purpose as an educational advocacy group. Our efforts focus mainly on educational objectives and preserving 
students’ rights for improved enforcement of student procedural protections and due process within UVA’s two 
disciplinary systems.   
 
Shortfalls in due process for both of these disciplinary systems are being brought forward by Families for Honor 
to allow for public scrutiny. Questions are raised as to why more responsiveness, transparency and Community 
accountability are not a top priority of the University administration, faculty, and governing student body. 
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Newsletter Contents:  
  
FFH Meeting with the Department of Education, June 2010 
FFH Meeting with UVA BOV Student Affairs/Athletics Committee, July 2010 
FFH Meetings with UVA Honor Committee in April, May, and June 
In the News for September 
Mission Statement and Membership Information 
                             
Implementation of UVA’s Honor penal system at risk:  
Student case studies presented 
Members of the Families for Honor, LLC (FFH) organization met with the Deputy Secretary of the 
Virginia Department of Education (DOE), Ms. Laura Fornash, in Richmond, Virginia in late June of 
this year. The meeting focused on multiple case studies involving UVA student disciplinary Honor 
trials that were compromised due to troubling procedural issues and outcomes within the student-run 
Honor disciplinary system. The issues discussed involved five areas:  

• Loss of Protected Property Rights in a student’s educational investment and 
• Lack of Due Process (both protected by the14th Amendment),  
• Insufficient training of Honor pool representatives in key areas,  
• Conflict of Interest in Appellate Review  
• The Ethics of Student Plagiarism.  

The ethically inconsistent disciplinary penal codes at UVA are administrated in a manner that ranks the 
violation of academic standards as being more injurious to the UVA Community of Trust than any 
possible illegal act or inappropriate student misconduct that violates the University’s Standards of 
Conduct and University policy.  While DOE’s role is very limited in being able to affect the administrative 
policies of a tax-supported higher educational institution, Ms. Fornash did request feedback on the results 
of FFH’s efforts to communicate their concerns about the penal code problems experienced at UVA, and 
the response received, particularly from the Board of Visitors. 
 
A request to revisit the definition of Intent and Single Sanction  
Members of Families for Honor met with the UVA Board of Visitors Chair of the Student Affairs and 
Athletics Committee, Mr. Daniel Abramson, UVA VP of Student Affairs Patricia Lampkin, as well as by 
phone with Honor Committee Chair, 3rd Year Law student Charles Harris in July. The discussion 
centered on deep concerns involving students being permanently expelled who had displayed no 
deliberate intent to violate University Honor policies. Imbalances between UVA’s two disciplinary 
systems, Honor and UJC (University Judicial Committee), as well as the injustices occurring from the 
current spectrum of student disciplinary penalties were also addressed. 
 
Core values of the University do not appear to be able to be equally applied in UVA’s two disciplinary 
systems and result in an inability to maintain the safeguards claimed for the members of its 
Community of Trust. A graduated penal scale in UJC was initially created by the students and  
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approved by the UVA administration in the 1950’s in order to recognize that not all student acts of 
misconduct are equally egregious, thus creating a system that did not have to adhere to the rigid 
Single Sanction protocol for the smallest of infractions. However, this same punitive metering ability 
was not carried over into the Honor system and these two disciplinary systems forever have remained 
separated in thought and fairness in outcome.  FFH is requesting that the Board of Visitors evaluate 
the characteristics of the disciplinary systems at UVA in a manner that looks for ways to equally 
protect the rights of the academic side of the Community of Trust, insuring that accused and/or 
convicted students have trial outcomes that match the cited infraction in severity. 
 
Q & A Panel discussion with Honor on Honor trial case studies 

FFH has initiated several requests for meetings since April and has met three times with Honor 
Executive Committee representatives this year.  Members of Families for Honor met in May 2010 
with the Honor Executive Committee, and other interested Committee members, to discuss our 18-
page Honor Reform Manifesto (now re-titled). Significant problems were communicated involving 
due process inadequacies that are deeply undermining the ability of an accused student to receive a 
fair trial and appropriate outcome. Despite FFH requests for additional meetings with individual 
Executive and Procedural Committee members over the summer, follow-up meetings have yet to be 
offered, apparently due to time constraints. 
 
FFH is hopeful that the UVA Honor Committee will ultimately be supportive of a ‘Partner with Parents’ 
paradigm (similar to Virginia Tech’s) in their approach to problem-solving in these complex areas. We 
are currently awaiting a follow-up decision from Honor Chair, Mr. Charles Harris, in response to our 
proffered role in helping to influence the development of new university student disciplinary policy in 
order to address the numerous egregious issues our organization has identified. 
 

In the News for September 
The majority of Honor’s academic standard violations involves plagiarism. They are reported under            
the Honor System, whose basic tenets require a student not to ‘lie, cheat or steal.’  Violations of 
Student’s Standards of Conduct, on the other hand, often include reports concerning racial targeting, 
use of drugs, alcohol, or fake ID, aggravated or sexual assault, disorderly conduct, DUI/DWI, etc.                                 
While most academic infractions are tried by the Honor System, where Single Sanction Expulsion is        
the only penalty option available to levy against a convicted student, violations of University conduct 
standards are tried by the University Judicial system, where there are 10 or more penalty options, many     
of which are not severe and are levied frequently, if not exclusively in some years, over expulsion.         
This imbalance in the outcome of justice requires remediation with an overhaul of the two disciplinary 
systems, as these controversial issues have come to an apex with recent events last May that             
involved the death of a 4th Year student by one of their own, after multiple unchecked prior offenses.                    
This incident, as well as others that have preceded it, calls into question the relevance of a University 
Honor standard that no longer fully addresses the requirements of its student body in the 21st Century.  
 

FFH Mission Statement 
To manifest more fairness and equitable justice for any student involved in the UVA Honor System or 
its disciplinary actions.  To bring more process transparency and public accountability to a tradition at 
UVA and to preserve its core foundation and principles. To robustly strengthen and uphold the 
administrative procedural protections of the Honor trial and appeal processes, and to align and 
balance the pursuit of all equally important educational values with this tradition. 
   

Membership Info 
Families for Honor welcomes readers to join our educational advocacy organization. For more 
information, please visit our website and fill out your contact information at http://familiesforhonor.com 
We invite any comments or correspondence to be sent to our email at familiesforhonorllc@yahoo.com.  


